
Saury Classic 500L Puncheon – Immersion bent
A very popular choice among Chardonnay and serious 
Viognier producers, especially those who have always 
liked the smaller format Immersion barrels. Our Immersion 
Puncheons provide the softest impact of all oak barrels 
available on the market and act purely as a vehicle for 
supporting fruit and enhancing palate texture, imparting 
“phenolic freshness” and seemingly adding an extra 
dimension to the palate when compared to a barrique 
of the same wine.

Recommended for cooler climate Chardonnay styles, 
Viognier, Sauvignon Blanc, Pinot Gris, Syrah/Shiraz and 
any wine styles where the softest oak impact is desired. 
Highly recommended for wines made using older oak 
barrels, our Immersion Puncheons will contribute much 
needed freshness to these wines.

Saury Classic 500L Puncheon & 600L Demi Muid 
– Fire bent
Most commonly used for Chardonnay and Shiraz, 
providing more phenolic and fine structural impact (fine 
grain oak) to the palate while adding aromatic complexity 
through the contribution of fired and savoury characters 

Larger format oak barrels, 500L Puncheons and 600L Demi Muids are back in vogue and have been for a few years 
now, with the most adventurous winemakers having gained valuable experienced with their use over several vintages.

There are many aspects for the winemaker to consider when deciding whether or not they want to use larger format 
oak. The obvious and most commonly discussed one is the issue of OS&H as the larger format barrels are much 
heavier and less maneuverable than their smaller counterparts. However this is no longer an issue due to the availability 
and design of barrels racks that can hold 500L and 600L barrels, with the John Falland Barrel Master system also 
adding rollers into their rack-on-rack storage systems, making these larger barrels even easier to work with.

The changing focus in Chardonnay styles is driving the popularity of large format oak, especially when it comes 
to oak impact and the desire to lessen its presence, in contrast to the heavily oaked styles widely known. This is 
one positive aspect that larger format oak brings to the fore providing it is suited to the wine style and the fruit is 
grown in an appropriate region that suits this. Table 1. details some other influences that larger format oak has on 
the wine and around the cellar itself.

Saury have been working with a number of producers for several years who have had great success with their 
Chardonnay made in our 500L Puncheons and 600L Demi Muids, however it is not just Chardonnay where larger 
format oak is being used, it is being used right across the varietal spectrum. The Saury Group offers four styles of 500L 
Puncheons and one style of 600L Demi Muid, our recommendations and suggestions from our experience is below.

from the traditional Fire bending and toasting method.

Recommended for higher solid Chardonnay ferments, 
Syrah/Shiraz and other red varietals where a lower oak 
impact is desired.

Saury Bourgogne 500L Puncheon
As with Saury Bourgogne barriques the wine styles 
suited are Chardonnay, Pinot Noir and Syrah/Shiraz. 
The options of House toast or Medium-Long toast 
contributes different characters to suit the different 
wine styles. House toast gives more aromatic impact 
with fine flinty/smoky characters and richness to the 
mid-palate. Whereas, Medium-Long toast has a subtle 
grilled nut and mild spice profile and gives more texture 
and length to the finish.

Tonnellerie LEROI 500L Puncheon
Bigger bolder vanilla, pastry and savoury/smoky impact 
contributing increased palate volume, sweetness 
and structure. Used for riper styles of Chardonnay, 
also Pinot Noir, Shiraz and Mediterranean red varietals 
where a low percentage of oak is preferred. Four toast 
levels to choose from, Light, Medium, Medium Plus and 
Burgundy giving plenty of flexibility to the winemaker.

LATEST TRENDS – Larger Format Oak Barrels

TABLE 1 - Impact of a Decrease or Increase in Barrel Capacities

(The barrel: selection, utilization, maintenance. Vigne et Vin Publications Internationales 2004)

Small Capacities Big Capacities

Supply of Oxygen A new Bordeaux barrel (225L) enables to maintain a 
dissolved oxygen level of 0.3 to 0.5mg/L.

The level of dissolved oxygen decreases progressively, 
moving away from the surface and walls.

However, the radical nature of the reactions at stake 
reduces the impact of the decrease.

Wood-wine exchanges (supply of 
ellagitannins and aromas)

A low capacity allows a maximum of exchanges 
with wine (ellagic tannins, aromas).

The concentration of exchangeable substances 
decreases proportionally.

Total number of barrels and handling 
time

Storing in small capacities is more expensive. Handling time decreases in proportion to the number 
of barrels.

Wine sedimentation/clarification A decreases in phenomena of convection allows 
wine to clarify throughout time and can be bottled 
after just a loose filtration.

Big capacities favour the suspension of the lees 
through convection movements.
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